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Turn up the volume on traditional wool appliquÃ© with this brilliant jewel-tone summer sampler. If

you can sew three basic hand stitches, youâ€™ll learn just how fun it is to appliquÃ© these

whimsical wool designsâ€”at home or on the go! Each of the 12 must-have summer blocks is

featured on an individual pattern sheet. With the bonus border pattern, this sampler makes an ideal

block-of-the-month class, club project, or personal challenge. Celebrate summer!
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I had marked this 'book' a while back, before it was released thinking that on its release date I would

check back and see a bit more of the detail that was not available at the time I marked it.

Unfortunately my husband saw my 'wish list' and ordered it for me for Christmas. His intentions

were the very best...but the 'book' not so much. Now, don't get me wrong, the patterns are cute,

maybe a bit too cute, but colorful and sweet in design. The 'book' is not a book at all, in fact it is a

phamplet of four pages total (front and back of each makes 8 pages total). The pattern pictures are

printed as a whole design on very light weight white 8x11 inch paper. There are no overlaps marked

on the pattern pictures. The patterns consist entirely of a drawing of the finished picture, not

individual pattern pieces. The color photos in the phamplet are clear and sharp. If you intend to use

the patterns you will have a bit of drafting time before you have a pattern. You will need to take each

individual element of the design and add the necessary overlap when tracing on to your pattern

paper. It is easy to do, but disappointing that the author did not take the time to provide pattern

templates along with her finished line drawings of the patterns. The designs are cute as I said, and if



you were looking for something a bit more vintage or primitive, it could be accomplished with some

simple color changes. There are lots of small intricate cuts required, lots of little stitches and

patience are a definite requirement. I have quilted for many years and would not consider this

pattern collection suitable for fabric due to the complexity and tiny shapes, but it will work great for

wool/wool felt. Of course you could enlarge the design to make it more agreeable to turned edge

fabric use.
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